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A quarterly eNewsletter dedicated to North Carolina Data
and Information Management News and Business Trends.

We’ve lots of news. New
A Note from Chris

website. New look. New

A belated Happy New Year to

ways to manage your

you. We wish you much
success in 2015.

information.

It’s a digital world and today

The next time you visit COR365.com you’ll notice a few changes.

digital means fast. With so

“That’s great,” you might be saying, “but where is my stuff?”

much changing in data and

Please note that the login link is now on the top left of our

information management we

homepage. Click the green button and you’ll be on your way to

felt that we needed a way to

your Partner, iChamber or Web Access login. Safe and secure as

keep our customers up to

always, guaranteed.

speed with what’s new and
what’s coming. Allow me to
introduce our new quarterly
eNewsletter, The INNER COR
– dedicated to North Carolina
Data and Information
Management News and
Business Trends.

You might also notice our new service offering, iCOR by
M-Files™. It’s our newest addition to our suite of services that
help businesses store, protect, retrieve as well as eliminate
information. Now with iCOR by M-Files no other company can
match our solutions or our dedication to finding the right one for
each client. As the industry leader, COR365® Information
Solutions can help virtually any business streamline operations,

By all indications the

lower costs and simplify compliance.

paperless office just may be
the wave of the future. And

Please read on to learn more.

there’s plenty of debate over
the future of document
management. But in the
meantime I can tell you that
I’m literally surrounded by
stacks of paper. And while it
may no longer be the darling
of the press you still have to
treat it with the proper
respect in terms of privacy,
confidentiality and security.
In other words, the paper
storage and management
business isn’t going away

COR365 Information

anytime soon.

Solutions introduces

While we at COR365

iCOR by M-Files

Information Solutions are
dedicated to supporting our

Simple. Intuitive. Economical.

customers traditional data
and information needs, we
are also dedicated to helping
our customers effortlessly
step into the world of
dynamic content
management.

For over three decades
COR365 Information
Solutions has been dedicated
to keeping your critical

Winston-Salem, NC—Industry leader COR365® Information
Solutions has introduced a new service that provides businesses
with faster, easier access to their digital files, regardless of
format. With iCOR™ by M-Files™, documents, MP3s and videos
are stored based on what they are, rather than where they are,
creating a simpler, more intuitive system of access and storage.

When someone needs a particular file, instead of clicking
through folder after folder, they simply enter a key word or two,
and the file pops up on their screen. And that could be any

information safe, secure and

screen—iCOR can be accessed anytime, from anywhere, via PC,

available. And now with the

laptop or any mobile device. Storage options include cloud,

addition of our new iCOR by

on-premise or a hybrid system.

M-Files dynamic content
management, no other

“We are excited to offer this dynamic content management

company can match our

solution to our clients,” said Chris Kelley, CEO of COR365. “It’s

solutions or our dedication to

designed to help them more efficiently store, locate, access and

finding the right one for each

utilize critical business data in an extremely secure platform.

client. As the industry leader,
COR365® Information

“In addition to being more efficient, iCOR is scalable and

Solutions can help virtually

affordable, so any sized business can benefit from it,” Kelley

any business streamline
operations, lower costs and

added. “In fact, clients who have opted for this new system
report realizing impressive R.O.I. levels in just the first year.”

simplify compliance.

As our valued customer we
hope you find The INNER
COR eNewsletter useful and
appreciate your comments
and suggestions for making it
even more relevant to your

Along with Kelley, COR365 president Andy Brown sees iCOR as
the future of digital information management. “We had been
looking for a more intuitive way for clients to integrate and
manage all forms of information. iCOR is the answer. And in
today’s fast-paced business climate, providing a mobile
component was critical.”

business.

NEXT ISSUE
Going MobileIt’s not a trend, it’s a
revolution. PLUS we’ll
highlight some of the
dedicated people
behind the scenes
here at COR365.

About COR365 Information Solutions
COR365® Information Solutions provides clients with industry-leading solutions that
streamline operations, lower costs, and simplify compliance. The company offers hardcopy
records management, secure tape vaulting, offsite records storage, document imaging and
shredding services—with redundancy and durability built into every critical component. For
more information, visit www.COR365.com or contact Chris Kelley, 336-331-4901 or email
ckelley@COR365.com
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